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To the Management of: 

Neptune Technologies & Bioressources Inc. 
225 Promenade du Centropolis, Suite 200 
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Introduction 
Neptune Technologies & Bioressources Inc. (Neptune) engaged NSF to verify the following 
environmental process and product claims for Neptune Krill Oils (NKO® and EKO™) and 
produced at the 795 Rue Pépin, Sherbrooke, Québec, Canada facility.  

1. Neptune only uses krill captured by fisheries that follow the Antarctic Treaty (1961) rules and 
respect the annual capture quota of the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine 
Living Resources (CCAMLR). 

2. Neptune obtains krill from fisheries that use only mid-water trawl, which reduces the impact 
on other species as by-catch. 

3. Neptune krill oils are alternative sources of marine omega-3 which reduce the pressure on fish 
populations. 

4. Neptune’s OceanExtract™ patented process recycles an annual average of 99% of the 
extraction solvent used during the manufacture of Neptune krill oils. 

5. Neptune only uses krill that is 100% traceable to the source of capture. 

It was the responsibility of Neptune management to quantify and provide evidence for the claims 
above to NSF.  It was the responsibility of NSF to express our conclusion on the environmental 
claims based on the work described below.  

 

Verification Process 
The objective of this verification was to determine whether Neptune had reliably stated its 
product and process claims for its krill oils (NKO® and EKO™).  We conducted our work in 
accordance with the requirements of ISO 14021:2001, Environmental labels and declarations – 
Self-declared environmental claims (Type II environmental labeling) and 16 CFR 260, Guides 
for the Use of Environmental Marketing Claims.   

Neptune has established and maintained a process for ensuring that its krill supply is traceable to 
specified fisheries, for verifying that their suppliers operating within these fisheries are bound to 
follow practices established by the CCAMLR and the Antarctic Treaty, and for evaluating 
relevant environmental aspects and impacts of the krill fishery.  Procedures for inventory, 



 

 

process control, and quality control are also in place to measure and record consumption of 
extraction solvent over time. 

NSF performed a pre-visit document review of the Neptune information and requested additional 
information in preparation for the on-site verification at their Sherbrooke, Québec facility. 

During the onsite audit, NSF reviewed receiving inspection records, communications records, 
CCAMLR requirements, documentation demonstrating supplier compliance with CCAMLR 
requirements, scientific journal articles, marketing data, solvent use calculations, and other 
documentation as needed to complete audit trails and verify conformance. Highlights of the 
verification process include the following:   

• Verifying and observing the details of Neptune’s specific products and process involved 
in the environmental claims; 

• Assessing the capability of Neptune’s staff, management system and procedures to 
produce accurate, reliable and reproducible data and information; 

• Determining Neptune’s conformity in all material respects with the requirements of ISO 
14021 and 16 CFR 260; 

• Observing and understanding locations and processes within the scope of Neptune’s 
operations including visits and production observation at the Sherbrooke, Québec 
manufacturing facility; 

• Reviewing and understanding the protocols (e.g. CCAMLR) and other documentation 
(e.g. scientific and marketing studies) which form the objective basis for the product 
claims;  

• Reviewing the basis for, and results achieved from, the calculations used for the process 
claims; 

• Reviewing management control processes and records demonstrating source tracing; and 

• Interviewing personnel in senior management, production department leadership 
positions, and those responsible for plant operation and supplier control. 

Conclusion 
Based upon the results of the audit outlined above, NSF has concluded that Neptune’s 
environmental claims are reliable, accurate, and reproducible.  Claim numbers one through five 
are valid through May 6, 2012.  Neptune will notify NSF if any operational, procurement, 
tracking, reporting process or other changes that cause or result in the claims no longer being met.  
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